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1 /W are indeed limits in (1) (restricted by (2)) can be characterized by the condition 
eA<dA for c> 1, 
where <d denotes the stochastic order between random closed sets generated by 
set inclusion. 
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v be the Let E be a locally convex space,/x be a probability measure on E and ~-~ 
usual LP(tx)-metric topology, 0<~p <~.  Let /z, v be two probability measures on 
E such that E 'c  LP(I~)c~ LP(v). Following Dudley (Z.W., 6, 1966), we say /x is 
P p-subordinate o ~, (denoted by/zbepu) if the identity (E', "rv) --> (E', r p) is continuous. 
We set txa(B)=t . t (AmB)/ tz(A) .  We say Iz is p-uniform (0~<p<~)  if [.£~OplJ, a
whenever tx(A) > 0. 
The measure tz is 0-uniform iff/x satisfies each of the following: 
t ¢ ._)  (1) For every (x'n)c E , t z (x ' (x )~ 0)> 0 implies tz(x,~(x) 0) = 1 for a suitable 
subsequence x'nj. 
(2) For every 0<r<oo and every (x ' )cE ' ,  tx(~,]x'(x)]r<eo)>O implies 
p.(~j [x" (x)] r <~)  = 1 for a suitable subsequence x'nj" 
(3) For every measure v, if u i~  (not singular) then vSe0tz. 
The measure tz is p-uniform (0 < p < ~)  iff ~ satisfies each of the following: 
(4) For every (x')  c E', tz (Z,  [x'(x)[ p < ~)  = 1 or 0 according as (Y~, ]x',(x)[P) ~/p c 
LP(p.) or not. 
(5) For every measure v, if v i / z  then iZSfpV. 
(6) tx is 0-uniform and z~,° _ z~,v on E'. 
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In the study of bivariate processes, one often encounters results involving repeated 
combinations of bivariate continuum operations uch as multiple bivariate convol- 
utions, marginal convolutions, tail integration, partial differentiation and multiplica- 
tion by bivariate polynomials. Numerical computation of such results is quite tedious 
and laborious, if not impossible. The bivariate Laguerre transform recently developed 
by Sumita and Kijima (1984) overcomes this difficulty, providing an efficient algorith- 
mic basis for numerical exploration of bivariate processes. In this presentation, a 
concise summary of the bivariate Laguerre transform is given. Furthermore the 
transform is applied to evaluate the distributions, the densities, and the moments 
of the maximum and the minimum of a correlated pair of random variables. 
